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Il Grande Gatsby Enewton Classici
In this unusual and unique volume, Alexander Leitch provides a warm, often witty, and always informative reference book
on Princeton University. The collection of approximately 400 articles, alphabetically arranged and written by some
seventy faculty members and alumni in addition to the author, covers all aspects of Princeton life in the past as well as in
the present. Of special interest are the biographies of eminent Princetonians, including the University's presidents, wellknown trustees, distinguished deans, famous alumni, and some of Princeton's most prominent and popular professors.
Other articles in the book embrace a wide range of topics: histories of academic departments, programs, and research
units; descriptions of the honor system, the preceptorial method, the four-course plan, and coeducation; a historical
survey of the University's acquisition of land and the development of its campus, together with articles on its principal
buildings; pieces on student activities; accounts of alumni activities; articles on athletics; portraits of notable personalities;
and commentaries on a host of lighter topics such as the cane spree, beer jackets, the Faculty Song, the proctors, and
Veterans of Future Wars. Among the most important articles are one summarizing Woodrow Wilson's Sesquicentennial
address, "Princeton in the Nation's Service," and a dozen others recording faculty and alumni achievements toward the
goal encompassed by that phrase. Originally published in 1978. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-ondemand technology to again make available previously out-of-print books from the distinguished backlist of Princeton
University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable
paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the rich
scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.
This book is a definitive reference source for the growing, increasingly more important, and interdisciplinary field of
computational cognitive modeling, that is, computational psychology. It combines breadth of coverage with definitive
statements by leading scientists in this field. Research in computational cognitive modeling explores the essence of
cognition and various cognitive functionalities through developing detailed, process-based understanding by specifying
computational mechanisms, structures, and processes. Given the complexity of the human mind and its manifestation in
behavioral flexibility, process-based computational models may be necessary to explicate and elucidate the intricate
details of the mind. The key to understanding cognitive processes is often in fine details. Computational models provide
algorithmic specificity: detailed, exactly specified, and carefully thought-out steps, arranged in precise yet flexible
sequences. These models provide both conceptual clarity and precision at the same time. This book substantiates this
approach through overviews and many examples.
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Who is the uninvited guest wearing a creepy costume at Prince Prospero's ball? Can a man be driven mad by the
"sounds" of the crime he has committed? These spine-tingling stories and others by Edgar Allan Poe are adapted for a
first chapter book reader.
A ship carrying 2 containers worth Rs.5000 crores in 500- and 1000-rupee notes, docks in the dark of night at Kochi. The
money is quickly distributed to members of a minority community using a network of 100 Chartered accountants. The
bulk of the money finds its way back into fake firms, shell corporations and charities with the sole aim of destabilizing the
country.A DIABOLICAL PLAN BY THE FREEDOM PARTY TO WEAKEN INDIAGreedy politicians of the Freedom Party
want to ensure that the opposition can never come to power. Pander to the largest minority, enrich them beyond their
expectations and ensure they will be with the party. To this end, a plan is hatched to print high denomination money and
try and increase the velocity of money, thereby creating the illusion of growth. A compromised Finance Minister is forced
to buy paper from the same sources as India's rival Pakistan. Their intelligence wing gets hold of the security threads
being used in Indian notes through honey trapping and comes up with notes that are almost as good as the real
ones.The fake money brought in slowly starts moving around the country, driving up inflation and real estate prices,
mixing with good notes. Because of a series of scams, the government gets voted out and a single party (People's Voice)
gets absolute majority. The new party responds to a terrorist attack with a surgical strike deep in the enemy
territory.Pakistan decides to retaliate by flooding India with fake currency, by tripling its fake currency production. India
responds by demonetizing the 500- and 1000-rupee notes and printing new notes of a different size. But despite the best
attempts, a porous border with Nepal and Bangladesh results in a significant amount of the fake currency entering Indian
banks. When the notes were tallied, instead of 87% of printed notes coming back to the Reserve Bank, 113% comes!The
counterfeit money is used to spawn different types of nefarious activities including a plot to assassinate the newly elected
Prime Minister. Will the Intelligence Bureau track the assassin and protect the PM?
This fascinating symposium is based on an assumption that no longer seems to need justification: that the institution of
marriage is today experiencing profound changes. But the nature of those changes—their causes and consequences—is
very much in need of explication. The experts contributing to this volume bring a wide range of perspectives—sociological,
anthropological, economic, historical, psychological, and legal—to the problem of marriage in modern society. Together
these essays help illuminate a form of relationship that is both vulnerable and resilient, biological and social, a reflection
of and an influence on other social institutions. Contemporary Marriage begins with an important assessment of the
revolution in marital behavior since World War II, tracing trends in marriage age, cohabitation, divorce, and fertility. The
focus here is primarily on the United States and on idustrial societies in general. Later chapters provide intriguing case
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studies of particular countries. There is a recurrent interest in the impact on marriage of modernization itself, but a
number of essays probe influences other than industrial development, such as strong cultural and historical patterns or
legislation and state control. Beliefs and expectations about marriage are explored, and human sexuality and gender
roles are also considered as factors in the nature of marriage. Contemporary Marriage offers a rich spectrum of
approaches to a problem of central importance. The volume will reward an equally broad spectrum of readers interested
in the meaning and future of marriage in our society.
Introduzione di Walter Mauro Traduzione di Bruno Armando Edizione integrale L'essenzialità, la finezza descrittiva e la
nitidezza del procedimento narrativo (la storia è raccontata attraverso il punto di vista di Nick, vicino e amico di Gatsby),
la creazione sapiente di personaggi indimenticabili hanno fatto ormai di questo romanzo un punto fermo, un “classico
moderno”. Lo scenario è quello dei frenetici anni Venti, di cui Fitzgerald stesso e la moglie Zelda furono favolosi
protagonisti tra New York, Parigi e la Costa Azzurra. Attraverso le sue feste brillanti e stravaganti, il lusso e la mondanità
di cui si circonda, il «grande Gatsby», il misterioso, affascinante e inquieto protagonista, non mira tuttavia che a ritrovare
l’amore di Daisy. Ma è possibile ricatturare il passato? Al di là della romantica suggestione, il sogno di Gatsby diventa
emblema di un sogno di assolutezza, come l’originario “sogno americano” di un Mondo Nuovo, che, come ogni sogno di
purezza astratta, la realtà frantuma e disperde. Gatsby e Daisy per molti di noi hanno i volti di Robert Redford e Mia
Farrow, interpreti di una famosa versione cinematografica del 1974. «Nelle notti estive, dalla casa del mio vicino si
sentiva della musica. Nei suoi giardini azzurri uomini e donne andavano e venivano come falene tra i mormorii, lo
champagne e le stelle. Durante l’alta marea del pomeriggio osservavo i suoi ospiti tuffarsi dal trampolino o prendere il
sole sulla sabbia bollente della sua spiaggia mentre i suoi due motoscafi solcavano le acque dello Stretto, rimorchiando
acquaplani tra cascate di schiuma.» Francis Scott Fitzgerald nacque a St. Paul, Minnesota, nel 1896. Iniziò a scrivere
giovanissimo, fin dai tempi della scuola. Pubblicò il suo primo romanzo nel 1920. Seguirono alcune raccolte di racconti e
infine Il grande Gatsby (1925), che basterebbe da solo ad assicurare allo scrittore un posto di rilievo nella narrativa
americana. Dopo avere goduto di uno straordinario successo, morì quasi dimenticato a Hollywood nel 1940. Di Fitzgerald
la Newton Compton ha pubblicato Il grande Gatsby, Belli e dannati, Racconti dell’età del jazz, Tenera è la notte e il
volume unico I grandi romanzi e i racconti.
Details the books that have forever changed civilization, from the Bible and the Koran to Darwin's Origin of the Species
and Freidan's Feminine Mystique, and includes a historical overview and fascinating facts for each author and book, and
much more. Original.
The classic mystery later turned into an Academy Award-winning film by Alfred Hitchcock, this startling whodunit still resonates
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today with wit and danger. “Le Chat” is a legend. He is a mystery. He is a jewel thief, famous and elusive for being able to swipe
anything and get away clean. He is John Robie, retired and living a quiet life, tending his rose garden in the South of France. But
his retirement plans are thrown for a loop when a series of robberies too closely resemble the work of “Le Chat,” and the police
start digging into Robie’s past. To keep himself free, and with the help of an equally mysterious young woman, John Robie will
have to catch the true thief, before the police catch him.
WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE • THE EMMY AWARD–WINNING HBO MINISERIES STARRING FRANCES
MCDORMAND, RICHARD JENKINS, AND BILL MURRAY In a voice more powerful and compassionate than ever before, New
York Times bestselling author Elizabeth Strout binds together thirteen rich, luminous narratives into a book with the heft of a novel,
through the presence of one larger-than-life, unforgettable character: Olive Kitteridge. At the edge of the continent, Crosby, Maine,
may seem like nowhere, but seen through this brilliant writer’s eyes, it’s in essence the whole world, and the lives that are lived
there are filled with all of the grand human drama–desire, despair, jealousy, hope, and love. At times stern, at other times patient,
at times perceptive, at other times in sad denial, Olive Kitteridge, a retired schoolteacher, deplores the changes in her little town
and in the world at large, but she doesn’t always recognize the changes in those around her: a lounge musician haunted by a past
romance: a former student who has lost the will to live: Olive’s own adult child, who feels tyrannized by her irrational sensitivities;
and Henry, who finds his loyalty to his marriage both a blessing and a curse. As the townspeople grapple with their problems, mild
and dire, Olive is brought to a deeper understanding of herself and her life–sometimes painfully, but always with ruthless honesty.
Olive Kitteridge offers profound insights into the human condition–its conflicts, its tragedies and joys, and the endurance it
requires. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR BY People • USA Today • The Atlantic • The Washington Post
Book World • Seattle Post-Intelligencer • Entertainment Weekly • The Christian Science Monitor • San Francisco Chronicle •
Salon • San Antonio Express-News • Chicago Tribune • The Wall Street Journal “Perceptive, deeply empathetic . . . Olive is the
axis around which these thirteen complex, relentlessly human narratives spin themselves into Elizabeth Strout’s unforgettable
novel in stories.”—O: The Oprah Magazine “Fiction lovers, remember this name: Olive Kitteridge. . . . You’ll never forget her. . . .
[Elizabeth Strout] constructs her stories with rich irony and moments of genuine surprise and intense emotion. . . . Glorious,
powerful stuff.”—USA Today BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from Elizabeth Strout’s The Burgess Boys.
• Al di qua del Paradiso • Belli e dannati • Il grande Gatsby • Tenera è la notte • Racconti dell’età del jazz Introduzione di Walter
Mauro Premesse di Massimo Bacigalupo, Giancarlo Buzzi e Walter Mauro Edizioni integrali Nessuno come Scott Fitzgerald è
riuscito a rendere l’atmosfera, i personaggi e lo stile di vita di quella particolare epoca della storia americana nota come “l’età del
jazz” e a raccontare le vicende dei suoi giovani protagonisti. È la generazione degli “anni ruggenti”, vissuta con e tra due guerre,
viziati rampolli di famiglie ricche persuasi che ormai tutti gli dèi siano caduti, che ogni morale e codice comportamentale siano
ipocriti e desueti. Vogliono trovare altri valori, nuovi modelli. Ma è una ricerca disordinata, che spesso si perde nel caos della
«giostra dell’illusorio», nell’autolesionismo dell’alcool e della droga, nella follia. Alla fine della loro corsa sfrenata troveranno
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amarissime delusioni, così come l’America del benessere e dell’euforico inseguimento del “sogno americano” precipiterà
nell’abisso della grande crisi del 1929. Allora niente più lustrini e stravaganze, amori folli, atteggiamenti provocatori e disinibiti,
solo la ricerca di un po’ di sicurezza nella bufera. La meravigliosa villa bianca di Gatsby, dove tutto è perfetto, dove è perfino
possibile trovare e ritrovare l’amore vero (la felicità?), è solo una facciata. È un inganno? Può darsi che lo sia, come sono un
inganno le favole. O forse sono bellissimi sogni, in cui si dimenticano dolori, miserie, solitudini, malattie, volgarità. Tutto è sospeso,
fino al risveglio. Francis Scott Fitzgerald nacque a St. Paul, Minnesota, nel 1896. Iniziò a scrivere giovanissimo, fin dai tempi della
scuola. Pubblicò il suo primo romanzo nel 1920. Seguirono alcune raccolte di racconti e infine Il grande Gatsby (1925), che
basterebbe da solo ad assicurare allo scrittore un posto di rilievo nella narrativa americana. Dopo avere goduto di uno
straordinario successo, morì quasi dimenticato a Hollywood nel 1940. Di Fitzgerald la Newton Compton ha pubblicato anche Belli
e dannati, Racconti dell’età del jazz, Tenera è la notte e il volume unico I grandi romanzi e i racconti.
Introduzione di Massimo Bacigalupo Traduzione di Pier Francesco Paolini Edizione integrale Gloria Gilbert, bellezza del Kansas,
fa strage di cuori a New York; Anthony Patch, raffinato erede di un miliardario bigotto, contempla la vita dalla sazietà dei suoi
venticinque anni. I due si innamorano e si scambiano il primo bacio in un taxi che attraversa Central Park. Sono belli e innocenti,
ma il loro non sarà un destino facile, turbato dall’alcool e dall’avidità. Fitzgerald evoca in queste pagine luci e ombre della New
York del secondo decennio del Novecento, la conversazione brillante dei ragazzi ambiziosi che sanno già tutto, la caduta dal
sogno in una realtà prosaica. Belli e dannati è un romanzo dolceamaro, ferocemente critico nei confronti dei nuovi ricchi della
società americana, ma fresco e poetico, indulgente con i suoi eroi. «Se tu mi odiassi, se fossi coperto di piaghe come un lebbroso,
se tu scappassi con un’altra donna, o mi picchiassi, o mi facessi patire la fame (come suona assurdo tutto ciò) io lo stesso avrei
voglia di te, bisogno di te, lo stesso ti amerei.» Francis Scott Fitzgerald nacque a St. Paul, Minnesota, nel 1896. Iniziò a scrivere
giovanissimo, fin dai tempi della scuola. Pubblicò il suo primo romanzo nel 1920. Seguirono alcune raccolte di racconti e infine Il
grande Gatsby (1925), che basterebbe da solo ad assicurare allo scrittore un posto di rilievo nella narrativa americana. Dopo
avere goduto di uno straordinario successo, morì quasi dimenticato a Hollywood nel 1940. Di Fitzgerald la Newton Compton ha
pubblicato Il grande Gatsby, Belli e dannati, Racconti dell’età del jazz e Tenera è la notte.
Introduzione di Walter MauroTraduzione di Bruno ArmandoEdizione integraleDick è un giovane psichiatra e Nicole una sua ex
paziente. Dopo essersi sposati si trasferiscono in Costa Azzurra dove, grazie ai soldi di Nicole, conducono un’esistenza frivola e
agiata e vivono di rendita. Dick abbandona la professione e si lascia andare alla deriva, invece Nicole risorge dai suoi antichi
incubi e si trasforma in una donna capace di amare. Il loro matrimonio è destinato al fallimento, mentre molti altri intrecci
esistenziali animano le pagine di questo splendido romanzo, considerato uno dei più belli della letteratura americana
moderna.Francis Scott Fitzgeraldnacque a St. Paul, Minnesota, nel 1896. Iniziò a scrivere giovanissimo, fin dai tempi della scuola.
Pubblicò il suo primo romanzo nel 1920. Seguirono alcune raccolte di racconti e infine Il grande Gatsby (1925), che basterebbe da
solo ad assicurare allo scrittore un posto di rilievo nella narrativa americana. Dopo avere goduto di uno straordinario successo,
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morì quasi dimenticato a Hollywood nel 1940. Di Fitzgerald la Newton Compton ha pubblicato Il grande Gatsby, Belli e dannati,
Racconti dell’età del jazz e Tenera è la notte.
OGT Exit Level Reading Workbook prepares students for the reading portion of the Ohio Graduation Test. Samples from similar
tests provide plenty of practice and students learn to take multiple choice tests on their comprehension of what they read. Students
learn to evaluate their own short answers to targeted questions, and learn from other students' responses to similar questions.
This book is suitable for students in all states who need to take a reading exam for graduation or course completion.
Il grande GatsbyNewton Compton Editori
Cryptology, the science of codes and ciphers, has a long history. Although cryptology is usually thought of in relation to spies and intelligence
operations, today this discipline is part of our everyday lives, encompassing even the most sophisticated communications technology.
"Not since White Knights of Reykjavik, George Steiner's riveting account of the 1972 world championship match between Boris Spassky and
Bobby Fischer, has a writer demonstrated such stunning insight into the nurturing madness that compels chess play at the master level." Publishers Weekly At the opening of this amazing fiction from Paolo Maurensig, The Luneburg Variation, a cadaver is discovered, the body of
a wealthy businessman from Vienna, apparently a suicide without plausible motivation. Next to the body is a chessboard made of rags with
buttons for pieces whose positions on the board may hold the only clue. As the plot of this passionately colored, coolly controlled thriller
unfolds, we meet two chess players—one a clever, persecuted Jew, the other a ruthless, persecuting German—who have faced each other
many times before and played for stakes that are nothing less than life itself.
In the year 1965, Sonia Maino, a 19-year-old Italian student met a young Indian boy, Rajiv Gandhi, while they were both studying in
Cambridge. She was born into a modest family in suburban Turin, where her father was a strict man who kept a close eye on his three
daughters. Much to his chagrin, his painfully-shy middle daughter, of whom he was especially protective, fell in love with a man belonging the
most powerful family in India. This marked the beginning of a story unlike any other - of a carefree Italian girl who was compelled to take on
the murky world of rajneeti. With information sourced from close friends and colleagues, this book examines how Sonias courage, honesty
and dedication have made her a leader in the eyes of one-sixth of humanity. From her idyllic childhood to her passionate love affair and from
her days as a docile daughter-in-law to her current status of being the only Indian politician to have refused prime ministership.
The University of Hard Knocks, The School that Completes Our Education by Ralph Albert Parlette, first published in 1917, is a rare
manuscript, the original residing in one of the great libraries of the world. This book is a reproduction of that original, which has been scanned
and cleaned by state-of-the-art publishing tools for better readability and enhanced appreciation. Restoration Editors' mission is to bring long
out of print manuscripts back to life. Some smudges, annotations or unclear text may still exist, due to permanent damage to the original
work. We believe the literary significance of the text justifies offering this reproduction, allowing a new generation to appreciate it.
For centuries, the Arthurian legends have fascinated and inspired countless writers, artists, and readers, many of whom first became
acquainted with the story as youngsters. From the numerous retellings of Malory and versions of Tennyson for young people to the host of
illustrated volumes to which the Arthurian Revival gave rise. From the Arthurian youth groups for boys (and eventually for girls) run by schools
and churches to the school operas, theater pieces, and other entertainment for younger audiences; and from the Arthurian juvenile fiction
sequences and series to the films and television shows featuring Arthurian characters, children have learned about the world of King Arthur
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and his Knights of the Round Table.
What if you asked 125 top writers to pick their favorite books? Which titles would come out on top? You'll find the answer in The Top Ten:
Writers Pick Their Favorite Books: the ultimate guide to the world's greatest books. As writers such as Norman Mailer, Annie Proulx, Stephen
King, Jonathan Franzen, Claire Messud, Margaret Drabble, Michael Chabon and Peter Carey name the ten books that have meant the most
to them, you'll be reminded of books you have always loved and introduced to works awaiting your discovery. The Top Ten includes
summaries of 544 books—each of which is considered to be among the ten greatest books ever written by at least one leading writer. In
addition to each writer's Top Ten List, the book features Top Ten Lists tabulated from their picks, including: • The Top Ten Books of All Time
• The Top Ten Books by Living Writers • The Top Ten Books of the Twentieth Century • The Top Ten Mysteries • The Top Ten Comedies
The Top Ten will help readers answer the most pressing question of all: What should I read next?
Rev. ed. of : Women and (in)justice / Sheryl J. Grana. 2002.

Originally appeared March-May 1924 in Motor, published by Hearst magazines, inc., New York.
Here is the revised and expanded edition of Daniel S. Burt's fascinating assessment of the 100 most influential novelists,
playwrights, and poets of all times and cultures now with 25 additional entries and some reassessments as well as 25 new blackand-white photographs and illustrations. From Doris Lessing and Gabriel Garc a M rquez to Homer and Marcel Proust, the entries
provide a compelling, accessible introduction to significant writers of world literature. All of the writers selected have helped to
redefine literature, establishing a standard with which succeeding generations of writers and readers have had to contend. The
ranking attempts to discern, from the broadest possible perspective, what makes a literary artist great and how that greatness can
be measured and compared. Each profile distills the essence of the writer's career and character to help prompt consideration of
literary merit and relationships by the reader.
The side-splittingly funny Newbery Honor Book about a rebellious boy who is sent to a home-schooling program run by one
family—the creative, kooky, loud, and loving Applewhites! Jake Semple is notorious. Rumor has it he managed to get kicked out of
every school in Rhode Island, and actually burned the last one down to the ground. Only one place will take him now, and that's a
home school run by the Applewhites, a chaotic and hilarious family of artists: poet Lucille, theater director Randolph, dancer
Cordelia, and dreamy Destiny. The only one who doesn't fit the Applewhite mold is E.D.—a smart, sensible girl who immediately
clashes with the defiant Jake. Jake thinks surviving this new school will be a breeze . . . but is he really as tough or as bad as he
seems?
When Peter Pan flies through the nursery window and invites Wendy, John and Michael to come to Never-Never-Land, they set off
on the adventure of a lifetime. Prepare to be enchanted by J.M. Barrie's much-loved tale of Lost Boys, mermaids, pirates, and a
boy who will never grow up. This edition also contains another Peter Pan story, Peter Pan in Kensington Gardens, and features
original illustrations by Francis D. Bedford and Arthur Rackham.
This last book in the six-volume series from NEXTmanga combines cutting-edge illustration with fast-paced storytelling to deliver
biblical truth to an ever-changing, postmodern culture. More than 10 million books in over 40 different languages have been
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distributed worldwide in the series.
Introduzione di Walter MauroTraduzione di Bruno ArmandoEdizione integraleSono gli anni Venti, gli anni “dell’età del jazz”: anni
di lustrini e paillettes, di feste e improvvisazioni musicali, anni vissuti a folle velocità all’insegna di un progresso inarrestabile, e
culminati poi con la drammatica crisi economica del 1929. Con i suoi romanzi, primo fra tutti Il grande Gatsby, Fitzgerald fu
insieme protagonista e cantore di quest’epoca, del sogno americano e della sua effimera, fragile consistenza. Pubblicata per la
prima volta nel 1922, questa raccolta contiene affreschi sull’amoralità e gli eccessi che derivano dalla ricchezza (come in Il
diamante grosso come l’Hotel Ritz), storie di un cristallino e toccante realismo (come Primo maggio) e fantasie narrative (come il
celebre Il curioso caso di Benjamin Button, da cui è stato tratto l’omonimo film interpretato da Brad Pitt).«Gli occhi del signor
Button seguirono il dito puntato, e questo fu ciò che vide. Avvolto in una voluminosa coperta bianca, e parzialmente infilato in una
culla, sedeva un vecchio di circa settant’anni.»Francis Scott Fitzgeraldnacque a St. Paul, Minnesota, nel 1896. Iniziò a scrivere
giovanissimo, fin dai tempi della scuola. Pubblicò il suo primo romanzo nel 1920. Seguirono alcune raccolte di racconti e infine Il
grande Gatsby (1925), che basterebbe da solo ad assicurare allo scrittore un posto di rilievo nella narrativa americana. Dopo
avere goduto di uno straordinario successo, morì quasi dimenticato a Hollywood nel 1940. Di Fitzgerald la Newton Compton ha
pubblicato Il grande Gatsby, Belli e dannati, Racconti dell’età del jazz e Tenera è la notte.
Family secrets. Forbidden love. And the true price of wealth. The story begins with a dinner party invitation… When young journalist
Thomas Cleary is sent to dig up quotes for the obituary of a legendary film producer, the man's eccentric daughter offers him
access to the exclusive upper echelons of Hollywood society. As Thomas enters a world of private jets and sprawling mansions,
his life and career take off beyond his wildest dreams. Then he meets Matilda Duplaine. Beautiful and mysterious, Matilda has
spent her entire life within the walls of her powerful father's Bel-Air estate. Thomas is entranced, and the two begin a secret love
affair. But the more he learns about the mysterious woman's identity, the more he realizes that privilege always comes with a
price.
"Born the child of a poor farmer in Missouri, William Stoner is urged by his parents to study new agriculture techniques at the state
university. Digging instead into the texts of Milton and Shakespeare, Stoner falls under the spell of the unexpected pleasures of
English literature, and decides to make it his life. Stoner is the story of that life"--Publisher description (January 2007).
The Great Gatsby, F. Scott Fitzgerald's third book, stands as the supreme achievement of his career. First published in 1925, this
quintessential novel of the Jazz Age has been acclaimed by generations of readers. The story of the mysteriously wealthy Jay
Gatsby and his love for the beautiful Daisy Buchanan, of lavish parties on Long Island at a time when The New York Times noted
"gin was the national drink and sex the national obsession," it is an exquisitely crafted tale of America in the 1920s. The Decline Of
The American Dream In The 1920s On the surface, The Great Gatsby is a story of the thwarted love between a man and a
woman. The main theme of the novel, however, encompasses a much larger, less romantic scope. Though all of its action takes
place over a mere few months during the summer of 1922 and is set in a circumscribed geographical area in the vicinity of Long
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Island, New York, The Great Gatsby is a highly symbolic meditation on 1920s America as a whole, in particular the disintegration
of the American dream in an era of unprecedented prosperity and material excess. Fitzgerald portrays the 1920s as an era of
decayed social and moral values, evidenced in its overarching cynicism, greed, and empty pursuit of pleasure. The reckless
jubilance that led to decadent parties and wild jazz music--epitomized in The Great Gatsby by the opulent parties that Gatsby
throws every Saturday night--resulted ultimately in the corruption of the American dream, as the unrestrained desire for money and
pleasure surpassed more noble goals. The Hollowness Of The Upper Class One of the major topics explored in The Great Gatsby
is the sociology of wealth, specifically, how the newly minted millionaires of the 1920s differ from and relate to the old aristocracy
of the country's richest families. In the novel, West Egg and its denizens represent the newly rich, while East Egg and its denizens,
especially Daisy and Tom, represent the old aristocracy. Fitzgerald portrays the newly rich as being vulgar, gaudy, ostentatious,
and lacking in social graces and taste. Gatsby, for example, lives in a monstrously ornate mansion, wears a pink suit, drives a
Rolls-Royce, and does not pick up on subtle social signals, such as the insincerity of the Sloanes' invitation to lunch. In contrast,
the old aristocracy possesses grace, taste, subtlety, and elegance, epitomized by the Buchanans' tasteful home and the flowing
white dresses of Daisy and Jordan Baker. The American Dream The American Dream refers to a shared set of ideals that guide
the spirit of the United States. These shared ideals include a notion of freedom that ensures all Americans the possibility of upward
social mobility, as long as they work for it. Every character in The Great Gatsby draws inspiration from the American Dream's
promise of wealth and prosperity. At the same time, the novel itself critiques the notion of the American Dream. Readers may end
the novel wondering if the American Dream is actually attainable at all.
Frankenstein; or, The Modern Prometheus is a novel written by English author Mary Shelley (1797-1851) that tells the story of
Victor Frankenstein, a young scientist who creates a hideous sapient creature in an unorthodox scientific experiment. Shelley
started writing the story when she was 18, and the first edition was published anonymously in London on 1 January 1818, when
she was 20.[2] Her name first appeared on the second edition, published in
POE, Le avventure di Gordon PymHAWTHORNE, La lettera scarlattaMELVILLE, Moby DickH. JAMES, Giro di viteLONDON, Il
richiamo della forestaWHARTON, L’età dell’innocenzaFITZGERALD, Il grande GatsbyEdizioni integraliQuesto volume raccoglie
sette perle della letteratura americana, sette voci che hanno contribuito a delineare e definire la peculiare identità di una tradizione
giovane, ma estremamente ricca e sfaccettata. Sono romanzi che narrano di avventure nella natura selvaggia e celebrano l’epica
della libertà, come Il richiamo della foresta, capolavoro di Jack London; o tragiche epopee per mare, come quella che Herman
Melville fa vivere al Capitano Achab nel corso della sua sfida a Moby Dick, la balena bianca, colosso marino che è anche
rappresentazione dell’inconoscibile. Racconti con elementi gotici e inquietanti, come Le avventure di Gordon Pym, unico romanzo
scritto da Edgar Allan Poe, ricco di significati simbolici e sfuggenti, o Giro di vite di Henry James, in cui un’atmosfera cupa e
minacciosa, piena di oscuri presagi, incombe su paesaggi e persone. Ma sono anche storie che ci parlano della cultura e della
società americane, mettendone spesso in evidenza i limiti e le contraddizioni, come La lettera scarlatta, in cui, attraverso le
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vicende dell’adultera Ester Prynne, Nathaniel Hawthorne condanna l’implacabilità puritana della città di Boston; o L’età
dell’innocenza, mirabile affresco della borghesia newyorchese di fine Ottocento, contro il cui ottuso moralismo si scaglia Edith
Wharton; e Il grande Gatsby, “classico moderno” di Francis Scott Fitzgerald ambientato nei frenetici anni Venti, in cui il sogno del
protagonista, al pari dell’originario “sogno americano” di un Mondo Nuovo, si frantuma e si disperde a contatto con la realtà.
The Great Gatsby is a 1925 novel written by American author F. Scott Fitzgerald that follows a cast of characters living in the
fictional town of West and East Egg on prosperous Long Island in the summer of 1922. The story primarily concerns the young
and mysterious millionaire Jay Gatsby and his quixotic passion and obsession for the beautiful former debutante Daisy Buchanan.
The Great Gatsby explores themes of decadence, idealism, resistance to change, social upheaval, and excess, creating a portrait
of the Jazz Age or the Roaring Twenties that has been described as a cautionary tale regarding the American Dream. Set on the
prosperous Long Island of 1922, The Great Gatsby provides a critical social history of America during the Roaring Twenties within
its fictional narrative. That era, known for profound economic prosperity, the development of jazz music flapper culture, new
technologies in communication (motion pictures, broadcast radio, recorded music) forging a genuine mass culture; and
bootlegging, along with other criminal activity, is plausibly depicted in Fitzgerald's novel. Fitzgerald uses many of these societal
developments of the 1920s that were to build Gatsby's stories from many of the simple details like automobiles to broader themes
like Fitzgerald's discreet allusions to the organized crime culture which was the source of Gatsby's fortune. Fitzgerald depicts the
garish society of the Roaring Twenties by placing the book's plotline within the historical context of the era.
Since its original publication in 1989, Refusing to be a Man has been acclaimed as a classic and widely cited in gender studies
literature. In 13 eloquent essays, Stoltenberg articulates the first fully argued liberation theory for men that will also liberate
women. He argues that male sexual identity is entirely a political and ethical construction whose advantages grow out of injustice.
His thesis is, however, ultimately one of hope - that precisely because masculinity is so constructed, it is possible to refuse it, to
act against it and to change. A new introduction by the author discusses the roots of his work in the American civil rights and
radical feminist movements and distinguishes it from the anti-feminist philosophies underlying the recent tide of reactionary mens
movements.
The institution of marriage is at a crossroads. Across most of the industrialized world, unmarried cohabitation and nonmarital births
have skyrocketed while marriage rates are at record lows. These trends mask a new, idealized vision of marriage as a marker of
success as well as a growing class divide in childbearing behavior: the children of better educated, wealthier individuals continue
to be born into relatively stable marital unions while the children of less educated, poorer individuals are increasingly born and
raised in more fragile, nonmarital households. The interdisciplinary approach offered by this edited volume provides tools to inform
the debate and to assist policy makers in resolving questions about marriage at a critical juncture. Drawing on the expertise of
social scientists and legal scholars, the book will be a key text for anyone who seeks to understand marriage as a social institution
and to evaluate proposals for marriage reform.
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